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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to IPC’s Direct Mail Guide for marketers.

Traditional marketing channels have been shaken up, but not 

necessarily supplanted by digital media, and today direct mail 

is a complimentary rather than a competing medium. Marketers 

who started their careers in the past ten years are familiar 

with online and social marketing but less so with direct mail. 

Nonetheless, direct mail is still used by some of the largest 

digital players including Google, Microsoft and IBM.

As today’s consumers are channel agnostic, a campaign 

often requires a cross-media approach to ensure that it 

reaches its full potential. The marketing reality is not about 

finding one channel, or about choosing between online or 

offline, but about the right set of channels working together 

to maximise the return on investment (ROI).

In such a media-rich marketing experience, well-designed 

direct mail works as an indispensable booster to online 

activity. Furthermore, direct mail delivers certain advantages 

that digital media simply cannot match: it is the only medium 

which speaks to customers’ senses of touch and smell and 

that addresses a need for tactile experiences. Through 

catalogues and vouchers, direct mail is one of the most 

impactful channel to boost sales, with for instance 65% of 

US consumers of all ages making purchases as a result of 

direct mail. When the objective is to expand e-Commerce 

sales to new markets, a reliable address list and targeted 

direct mail campaign is all you need to drive traffic to an 

online store and trigger cross-border sales.

Ultimately, to make sure your marketing campaign is 

successful, regardless of the channel mix you are using, you 

need to make sure you have the following elements: precise 

targeting, a good offer and a creative which stands out.

This guide is aimed at helping you prepare successful 

mailings as part of cross-channel campaigns to increase 

response rates and deliver on your objectives. 

Special thanks go to all IPC members for sharing knowledge 

and expertise essential for compiling this guide.
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DIRECT MAIL PROVIDES THE HIGHEST RETURN ON INVESTMENT

• In the US, US$600bn of revenue was generated by US$50bn spent on direct mail, 

making direct mail the medium with highest ROI. (DMA, 2012)

DIRECT MAIL IS READ AND RESPONDED TO

• 80% of recipients read or scan their mail daily. (USPS, 2012)

• Average response rate to direct mail is 4.4%, while only 0.12% to email. 

(DMA Response Rate Report, 2012)

DIRECT MAIL IS THE PREFERRED MEDIUM FOR MANY PURPOSES

• Compared to email, mail feels 30% more valued, grabs 19% more attention and 

gives a 30% better impression. (Market Reach, 2013)

• 63% of people trust mail more than internet and television advertising. 

(twosides.org.au)

• 73% of the consumers prefer mail for receiving product announcements or offers 

compared to 18% from email. (twosides.org.au)

• It is one of the most preferred channel by consumers, being the third-most preferred 

for new customer, the second-most preferred for a switching customer and the most 

preferred for customer retention. (Creating Connections That Matter, Australia Post).

POWER OF DIRECT MAIL1.1
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DIRECT MAIL IS APPRECIATED BY YOUNG AUDIENCES

• Compared to digital channels, 82% of European millenials see print on paper as more trusted and 74% 

see it as safer and more secure. (TRU, Millenial Paper Usage and Attitudes, 2012)

DIRECT MAIL LASTS LONGER AND DRIVES ONLINE TRAFFIC

• Advertising mail is kept for 17 days on average. (Market Reach, 2013)

• The ‘physical’ experience of direct mail generates stronger emotions, helping to develop more positive 

brand associations.

• 54% have engaged in social media as a result of receiving mail. (Royal Mail MarketReach Mail & Digital Part II, 

Quadrangle, 2014)

DIRECT MAIL WORKS WELL WITH NEW TECHNOLOGIES

• Mail can seamlessly link to other channels thanks to use of technology: QR-codes, 3D printing, augmented 

reality.

DIRECT MAIL DRIVES REVENUE

• 65% of US consumers of all ages make purchases as a result of direct mail. (Direct Mail Factbook, 2013)

• 205% increase in market share growth for campaigns with mail vs. those without. (Royal Mail MarketReach, 

Meta Analysis of IPA Databank, Peter Field, 2013)
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ADDRESSED DIRECT MAIL

This type of mail reaches specific people using a list of addresses. Lists can be built by the company (house lists), rented 

or bought.

Frequent use:

Personalised offers to existing customers, cross-selling, loyalty programmes, acquisition and win-back campaigns.

UNADDRESSED DIRECT MAIL

This type of advertising mail reaches specific areas (delivery routes) with high densities of people who match the target 

audience profile. Most postal operators offer advanced segmentation tools where advertisers can choose their desired target 

group based on geographic or demographic segments.

Frequent use:

Winning new customers, elevating brand awareness, driving traffic to store or website.

The second chapter of this guide offers a detailed description of the elements marketers should take into account when 

preparing a campaign in order to make the most of direct mail in combination with other channels and to maximize the ROI of 

their campaigns.

TYPES OF DIRECT MAIL1.2

ACCESS MORE 
INFORMATION ON 
OUR WEBSITE: 
DIRECT MAIL 
STORIES >

http://www.ipc.be/en/Programmes/market-intelligence/direct-marketing/stories?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
http://www.ipc.be/en/Programmes/market-intelligence/direct-marketing/stories?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
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INTRODUCTION

One of the reasons for the increased interest in direct mail in 

recent years is the ability to use digital channels and assets 

to support the physical marketing piece and vice versa. 

With social media channels, content can be shared with 

prospects before the direct mailing arrives (to create brand 

awareness), email communication can be used to follow up 

and support, and marketing automation systems can be used 

to track and nurture leads.

Direct mail plays an important role throughout the different 

phases of the customers’ lifecycle, such as acquisition, cross-

selling and up-selling, loyalty and retention and, ultimately, 

winning back lost customers.

Data management is essential in order to enable marketers 

to identify the different stages of the customers’ lifecycle, 

as well as specific behavioural characteristics to optimise 

the customer lifetime value by adapting the customer 

communications and launching direct marketing campaigns.

Any direct mail campaign has at least three different 

audience categories depending on the time they take to 

examine a mailing:

• 7 seconds, paying attention to pictures, company name 

and slogan; 

• 10-20 seconds, reading the headlines and offer, and

• 20+ seconds, where more text is read and desired action 

is taken.

With advanced tools at marketers’ disposal, planning the 

audience journey is key to making sure all the elements add 

up to an enhanced cross-channel experience. A carefully 

designed audience journey will not only outline all actions 

you want your prospects/customers to take at each stage of 

the campaign, but will also ensure you have all the processes 

up and running.

Moreover, depending on the type and the media composition 

of the campaign, you can increase its success by getting 

the sales department involved in the planning and execution 

processes. In the next pages we will focus on the key steps 

needed to bring successful direct mail campaigns to life.

GUIDELINES
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Each of these elements can be managed to keep the total cost of the campaign under control. The key areas you should consider 

regarding budget for your direct mail campaign are:

Data management (and procurement)
Managing your data in-house is normally most cost effective. Bear in mind, however, that for a direct mail campaign you need 

considerable amount of time invested to make sure the data you are using is complete and up to date.

Creative
Going for a modest or elaborate creative? Remember that the offer and target audience will mostly influence your campaign’s 

success. Moreover, sometimes, the simplest creative solutions work best.

Production
Everybody wants their mailing to look first class, so it is difficult to cut costs on printing. However, printers often offer discounts 

on large volumes or for new customers – often postal operators have price agreements with printers due to volumes. Make sure 

to look around for better deals before each campaign. Finally, ask your printer for guidelines that your designers should follow 

in order to keep the costs low and the printing process streamlined.

Postage
Staying on top of the latest requirements and price discounts can help to reduce postage cost; you will save money or be able 

to broaden the target group.

Offer
Calculate the forecasted response and conversion rates. This will give you an indication of how generous your offer can be.

Response handling
The cost effectiveness of handling responses depends largely on pre-campaign preparation. Can your staff handle the expected 

traffic or would hiring temporary employees be needed? Also, depending on the level of personalisation needed, the responses 

can be done in person or be automated.

CAMPAIGN BUDGET2.1

The target group and its 
preferences should always 
be taken into account in 
early stages.

”
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The objectives of your campaign will largely influence everything about your marketing effort, from creative through media mix 

to response tracking. Therefore, take extra time to discuss and clearly define what your campaign’s expected deliverables are. 

Consider the following:

• Are you promoting one product or a range of products?

• Do you want to generate leads, up-sell, cross-sell, retain or win back customers?

• What will be the next planned action: future mailings, follow-up via phone, social media engagement, in-store or online store visit?

• Do you want to increase brand awareness, build loyalty with existing customers or win new customers? 

The volume and complexity of data available to marketers has increased significantly over the past decade and technology 

opened new opportunities for managing and making use of advanced data sets. As a result, the level of campaign sophistication 

increased and a more intelligent way of producing and managing direct mail is required.

As the success of your campaign depends heavily on the quality of data you have at your disposal, you should pay extra attention 

to all data-related issues. Depending on company size and expertise, you may have an advanced data management system in 

house. However, if you rely mainly on purchased or rented data, it is good practice to partner with established mail operators 

or mailing houses who can offer reliable and up-to-date data. Often these established companies offer services with numerous 

campaign elements, from data and print to analytics and response management.

If you outsource part of your campaign process, especially with larger cross-media campaigns, using as few sub-contractors as 

possible will ensure timely and successful delivery.

OBJECTIVES2.2

DATA MANAGEMENT2.3
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There are some data considerations which can come in handy while managing data sets for your direct mail campaign. The 

most important ones are listed below:

De-duplication
The same piece of direct mail delivered to a recipient twice is not only going to hurt your budget and the ROI, it will also 

demonstrate poor data management and lack of professionalism – all of which can be damaging to your brand.

Suppressive screening
In most markets, there are a number of suppression lists available: ‘do-not-mail’, mover, deceased or mail preferences lists. If 

you buy or rent a contact list, it is useful to check it against your in-house list – even if the data is incomplete or scattered, it can 

provide you with some extra insights about your target group.

Formatting your data correctly
Proper formatting may seem trivial but it is essential to ensure delivery within the expected timeframe or a successful delivery 

at all. Make sure all the addresses fit on the label/in the envelope window, put town and postcode in upper case and check with 

the latest postal formatting requirements to help your mailings get through the pipeline as fast as possible.

Segmenting/targeting
The media mix you will decide to use for your campaign needs to correspond with the behaviour and preferences of the group 

you are trying to reach, so it is essential to define and segment your target audience carefully – gather as many insights about 

your target group as possible. Segment your data according to agreed criteria. This will help you determine the patterns within 

a database and tailor the copy to these specific audiences. Consider the following segmentation ideas to help define target 

audiences more accurately:

• B2C: address with postcode, age, gender, geography, household type, purchasing habits, credit history or rating, source of 

enquiry or order, social media handles

• B2B: address with postcode, geography, size, type of industry, turnover, source of enquiry or order, Standard Industrial 

Classification (SIC) codes

A great opportunity to grow your customer base comes with the mover lists. People who move house and are interested in new 

local services and products make a great target group for customer acquisition.

Undelivered mail is a 
waste of budget. 
Keep your data clean.

”
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Technical considerations
Most of the time, direct mail is part of a cross-media campaign; consider how it supports the customer’s experience. If you 

expect an influx of customer-provided data after the campaign, how will you manage it effectively? Can parts of your direct mail 

campaign be integrated into your marketing automation system?

Data protection
A successful marketing campaign should take into account the applicable rules and regulations correctly. There are fines if you 

fail to store, secure and manage your data correctly, so it is important that you get it right. Therefore, your data strategy should 

include a large section on how to adhere to the rules.

If you are acquiring new data, always use a reputable data provider. If you are planning a degree of data capture in your campaign, 

or your call to action requires the contact to supply information, then you will need to consider how this will be collected and 

stored, how you communicate this, and how the marketing permissions should be built into the data capture processes.

When direct mail fails, 
it’s for the same reasons that 
every other type of marketing fails: 
bad targeting and poor offer.

”
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OFFER2.4

In most cases, your offer will influence around 40% of your campaign’s success so make sure you devote enough time to get it right. 

The main elements of an offer include: the product or service, the price, the payment terms, incentives and guarantees. There 

are many considerations within these elements, but the most important one to keep in mind when preparing an offer is to keep 

it simple. A golden rule is to reduce choices to one, or two, as undecided customers often do not respond.

Just like any other element of the direct mail campaign, your offer must be consistent with your goals and objectives. Is your 

primary objective to sell a product directly, generate leads, get members and subscribers, or drive traffic to your online properties?

Consider the additional tips below to maximise the effectiveness of your offer: 

• Create a sense of urgency and scarcity so that recipients feel anxiety about losing out if they do not respond immediately. For 

this reason, defining the campaign period is key.

• Use compound offers: offer a 5% reduction for one subscription, but offer 20% for three subscriptions.

• Merchandise your offer and express your offer to the maximum by using convincing key words. The same offer can be presented 

in multiple ways. For example, “Half price”, “50% off” and “Buy one – get one free” all convey the same message, but the latter 

was identified as 40% more attractive than the previous two in a study called Successful Direct Marketing Methods.

• Test your offers (e.g. A/B testing) regularly to see what works best to balance response and profitability.
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The key to a successful campaign is choosing the right format for each component of a marketing campaign. Various formats lend 

themselves to certain functions. These are the types of direct mail which can be used to address the different marketing needs.

Postcards
Cost-effective and simple postcards are best for brief, clear messages. They work well for reminders, thank-you messages and 

special offers. Postcards are also an excellent way to contact current customers, who already know about a company’s products 

and services. Some postal operators offer customisable online postcard creators which significantly reduce the time you need 

to send out a postcard mailing.

Self-mailers
These are brochures that fold into themselves and stay shut with an adhesive tab. Self-mailers make excellent introductions 

for prospective customers, because they can be full-colour and include thorough details about the company. These are more 

expensive than postcards but carry much more information and do not require an outer envelope.

Letters
In situations where confidentiality, order forms or the element of surprise are required, the traditional letter is often the best 

option. The letter can be a single-item personalised direct mail item or part of a comprehensive mailing package which includes 

business cards, a small brochure or a leaflet for a professional, polished presentation. Letters require separate postage and 

envelopes, they are best for current customers or highly qualified prospects.

Dimensional mailers
A dimensional mailer, such as a pop-up, tube or box, looks fresh and upscale. They are a compelling option for high-level 

contacts. Dimensional mailers can be used to give an overview of a company or simply to deliver a unique valuable item 

which the recipient would like to keep.

FORMAT OF THE MAIL PIECE2.5
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Non-standard folded material including various folding systems
Accordion, basic, exotic, gate, map, parallel, poster and roll folds. By using one of these solutions, you will make sure 

your direct mail stands out from the crowd and gets more attention and hands-on time. A large collection of print 

folding ideas is available on the foldfactory website.

Catalogues
To showcase a wide range of products, catalogues are the clear choice. The higher cost of producing high-quality 

catalogues means that it is best to send them to current customers or highly qualified prospects. Catalogues offer a 

great cross-selling opportunity, since customers cannot only see products they originally purchased, but also related or 

new ones. In fact, catalogues and flyers were identified as the most preferred and effective advertising media according 

to a Creating Connections That Matter, a recent study by Australia Post (access the report summary here).

http://www.foldfactory.com/ideas.php
http://www.ipc.be/en/Programmes/market-intelligence/direct-marketing/stories/connections-that-matter?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
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A
Whether you are using services of a mailing house or not, your direct mail will have to adhere to the mailing requirements of 

the national postal operator. Making sure you know and understand these requirements as soon as possible in your campaign-

planning process can save you both headache and money. In fact, staying updated on the changing requirements and possible 

promotions can significantly reduce the cost of your campaign or will allow you to send the mailing to a larger group. You can 

find out more about mail requirements on your postal operator’s website.

When preparing a direct mail campaign, an intelligent and informed font (also called typeface) choice is of key importance 

– it can strengthen and support your message or render it untrustworthy and irrelevant. There are two main variants of fonts 

you can use for your creative, serif (have little feet and embellishments on the tip and base of each letter) and sans serif (no 

embellishments or letter connectors, simple and straight).

Serif fonts are generally believed to be better in longer passages of text because they increase legibility and readability in 

printed material. Some designers, however, suggest that using one sans-serif font in a copy dominated by serif typefaces makes 

the passage stand out more – this trick can be used to highlight secondary objective of a creative, i.e. an invitation to join 

newsletter or social media page, to view company’s reviews, or simply to make the headlines stand out.

On the other hand, some designers suggest that using sans-serif typefaces in print presents a more contemporary and 

professional image. While sans-serif typefaces certainly are not a modern invention, serif typefaces have a more classical feel. 

To sum it up, the choice of typeface (or typeface mix) for your creative is a complicated process and should be made based on 

all data available: research of the target group, objectives, product/services being advertised etc. Above all, make sure that the 

overall design fonts on the direct mail piece correspond with other channel creative executions within the campaign.

Great design 
may save bad 
copy, but bad 
design will destroy 
the most brilliant copy.

this is a sans-serif typeface

this is a serif typeface

”

COUNTRY-SPECIFIC MAIL REQUIREMENTS2.6

CHOICE OF FONT2.7
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Continuous testing of direct mail is just as important as with any other marketing channel. The more elements of a campaign you 

test, the more you will learn about customers’ preferences and the higher your response rate will be in the long run. Multivariate 

testing allows marketers to continually improve their offers by identifying what drives the best response among key customer 

segments. You should consider testing for any activity that you plan – even for low-volume mailings, simple A/B testing can 

provide you with valuable insights about what offer works best. A rule of thumb is to always test when you are in doubt.

The timing of your direct mail delivery and contact with your potential customers is essential. The process of deciding on a 

purchase can be long, especially for expensive products, services or large investments. Depending on the level of detail of your 

data, you can tailor your direct mail so that it fits the purchase phase of your target group. If for example, a person has just 

moved to a new house, they are probably just evaluating different products and services available in the area – an informative 

and welcoming piece of direct mail would be a good idea. However, if the person has lived in the new house for two to three 

months, chances are they are ready to make a decision and purchase very soon – sending a persuasive mailing with a clear call 

to action and irresistible offer makes will probably trigger a higher response.

Purchases related to a milestone or an event are very successful, too. For individuals, these events can be the foundation of a 

family, the school entry of a child, the purchase or construction of a house etc.; for businesses, it can be a company anniversary, 

phases of budgeting, or expiry of a contract etc. 

If you lack the detailed data to segment your target group based on the purchase phase or event, make sure you take the basics 

into consideration. The purchase needs prior to a holiday period, seasonal or even weather factors will provide you guidance 

on when to time your campaign.

When in doubt, test.

”

TESTING

CONTACT TIME

2.8

2.9
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Offers that require a high degree of commitment and research, such as insurance or holidays may attract more attention during 

the weekend, because people have generally more time to read them. 

When determining the appropriate moment for your mailing, there are often a number of elements you need to take into account. 

Your mail may be part of an integrated campaign, a loyalty programme or be intended to invite customers to join an event. 

Therefore, it is best that the time of contact is synchronised with the rest of the campaign elements for the highest impact.

Undeliverable mail will undermine a cost-effective marketing campaign, therefore reducing the number of undelivered direct 

mail items should be a top priority. Still, marketers rarely request the optional services that help track what happens with their 

mailings along the postal pipeline. This tracking information, together with standard marketing follow-up methods is one of the 

most powerful insights into the effectiveness of direct mail campaigns. Knowing if mail pieces are destroyed, lost, returned, 

forwarded or undelivered are key metrics available to marketers in many markets. Examples include the Intelligent Mail barcode 

(IMb) offered by the USPS and the barcode tracking by Royal Mail.

Once the campaign objectives and the creative are ready, the message has been optimised for a robust media mix and narrowed 

down on a target group, one last crucial element remains, often underestimated by marketers: measuring potential customers’ 

response. Whether it is via phone, business reply envelope or online reply form, or however you think your customers will prefer 

to respond to your mailing, make sure you’ve got more than one way of responding to avoid any potential loss of sales. Be sure 

to take advantage of the cost-effective and swift response collection method via an online form – this would eliminate the cost 

of manual data entry and increase the speed of a successful sale. Personalised URLs work well when advanced data collection 

is a priority for the campaign, while augmented reality and QR codes allow the reader to access extra content by using their 

smartphones together with the mail piece.

TRACKING YOUR DIRECT MAIL CAMPAIGN
ALONG THE WAY

RESPONSE MEASUREMENT

2.10

2.11
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To have a wide overview of your campaign success and to analyse and learn for the future, consider measuring multiple 

indicators, such as:

• Total sales attributed to campaign

• Total meetings attended

• Number of contacts approached using direct mail

• Number followed up in 48 hours

• Visits to pURLs

• Total visits to campaign microsite

• Number of content downloads

• Number of key calls to action requested

• Number of follow-ups

• Total qualified leads

• Number of leads to nurture

• Email open and click-through rates

• Social media activity

The return on investment (ROI) is a performance measure used to evaluate the efficiency of an investment or to compare 

the efficiency of a number of different investments. It is the most important metric that distinguishes direct marketing from 

traditional advertising channel metrics such as CPM (cost per thousand [views, clicks]). To calculate the ROI, the benefit of an 

investment is divided by the cost of the investment; the result is expressed as a percentage or a ratio. Measuring the ROI of a 

direct mail campaign is only possible if you track recipients’ responses along the sales pipeline. Today, the process of tracking 

campaign ROI is simplified as you can capture and manage the responses and sales online and then compare the ROI of your 

different channels used in a cross-media campaign or to other campaigns.

MEASURE THE ROI2.12
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This chapter discussed different guidelines on preparing a successful direct mail 

campaign. Once you have set up a direct mail campaign, make sure you have considered 

all the points below before launching a direct mail campaign:

1. Are you happy with the planning of key stages of your campaign? Does your mailing 

correspond with the objectives you have set?

2. If you are using other channels in the campaign, do they all align in terms of design, 

messaging and offer?

3. Does your data selection cover your key target groups? 

4. Have you tested different variants (offer, copy, format) in a campaign to this target 

group lately? If not, consider doing it at this point.

5. Are all the country-specific requirements met?

6. Are all the production processes in place?

7. Are your colleagues briefed and customer service team aware of all components 

of the campaign?

8. Do you have ways to capture and measure response?

9. Are you posting the mailing economically?

10. Are you measuring the ROI?

FINAL DIRECT MAIL CHECKLIST2.13

DOWNLOAD A STEP-
BY-STEP DIRECT 
MAIL PLANNER 
FROM DIRECT MAIL 
STORIES >

http://www.ipc.be/en/Programmes/market-intelligence/direct-marketing/stories
http://www.ipc.be/en/Programmes/market-intelligence/direct-marketing/stories
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CROSS-CHANNEL TIPS

A cross-channel marketing approach means a campaign is used across different channels, and there is a clear link and 

communication between all the separate channels, especially between online and offline channels. Taking a cross-channel 

approach will ensure a high return on investment is gained for most marketing efforts.

With great channel mix, comes great responsibility. There are plenty of ways to engage with your target group to incentivise 

them to become leads and clients of your business. To make sure the combination of different channels improves your campaign 

results, consider the following elements that go together with the combination of direct mail and other channels.

DIRECT MAIL TIPS 
AND BEST PRACTICE
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DIRECT MAIL + CORPORATE WEBSITE

A mailing can make an impact on the 

recipients and spur their interest, while 

your website will tell the story and sell.

Is there a specific landing page to which 

you are leading your respondents? Make 

sure it is clearly tied to each direct mail 

piece. If the landing page is not mobile 

friendly, try to at least make it as user-

friendly as possible.

DIRECT MAIL + RADIO

Check the listener profile for the 

stations and choose the one similar to 

your direct mail list’s profile.

Run both campaigns simultaneously: 

use radio channel to create awareness 

of the direct mail piece due to arrive in 

recipients’ mailbox.

Both campaigns need to have the same 

theme. Use a common tagline to create 

recognition across both campaigns.

Use radio to create emotional 

connections with the audience, 

highlighting the offer presented in the 

direct mail piece.

DIRECT MAIL + TV

Check the viewer profile for the TV 

channels and choose the one similar to 

your direct mail list’s profile.

Run both campaigns simultaneously: 

use TV to create awareness of the 

direct mail piece due to arrive in 

recipients’ mailbox or vice versa.

Both campaigns need to have the same 

theme. Use a common tagline to create 

recognition in both campaigns. The 

TV ad should be broader in approach 

and the direct mail campaign should 

highlight the specific offer (tailored 

to the specific target if such data is 

available).

DIRECT MAIL + TELEMARKETING

The messaging of the direct mail piece 

and the script in the phone room need 

to be absolutely consistent.

Include a unique code on the direct 

mail piece; the telemarketing staff can 

use it for response tracking.

Include a specific unique landing page, 

which should be easily accessible 

from the direct mail piece to provide 

additional research information and to 

cater to those who do not respond by 

phone.

General tips for all channels

• Make sure you have one clear call to action across all channels.

• Make sure the design and messaging are consistent across all channels.

• Check if your brand (logo, images, taglines) is consistent across all channels. 

Visit the Direct Mail Stories page to learn more about how mail, email and other channels 

work best together and to see other recent research findings.

http://www.ipc.be/en/Programmes/market-intelligence/direct-marketing/stories?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
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DIRECT MAIL + NEWSPAPER

Use the newspaper’s subscriber 

database (and segmentation) as the 

base list, or to enrich your own list 

depending on who your target is.

Send the direct mail piece after the 

newspaper is published. Newspapers 

create awareness and the direct mail 

can delve into more details about the 

offer.

DIRECT MAIL + MOBILE

Use a QR code or short personalised 

URL (pURL) for the recipients to 

access more information via a mobile 

device. It can be a coupon, a video, an 

interactive landing page or a survey, 

but make sure your content is optimised 

for mobile use (if your website is not 

responsive, consider launching a mini-

website specifically for this campaign).

Give the recipients an option to text you 

or contact via social media – this gives 

you access to additional data about 

them and allows you to enrich your 

customer database.

DIRECT MAIL + SOCIAL

Provide an incentive: send a voucher or 

a code which recipients can only redeem 

via your social channel. Include a QR 

code or pURL for seamless access.

Use social media as an extension of 

your message, guide the recipients 

to new product videos on YouTube, 

or relevant social media pages on 

Linkedin, Facebook etc. 

Use direct mail to communicate your 

company’s social media milestones.

If you have established a presence 

on social media, use this channel to 

announce the direct mail (catalogues, 

vouchers etc.) due to be sent out; this 

will increase the awareness of your 

campaign.

DIRECT MAIL + EMAIL

Use email as a follow-up to direct 

mail when the goal is acquiring new 

customers; direct mail creates a level 

of familiarity with the recipient so your 

email will have more chance of being 

read and responded to. Make sure the 

content and subject line of the email are 

clearly linked to the direct mail piece.

Use email to introduce the direct mail 

piece when targeting existing customers. 

This will create additional awareness 

of the imminent offer delivered to their 

mailbox.

Provide a clearly positioned URL for a 

landing page on the direct mail piece so 

that you can collect email addresses (if 

you do not already have it) and other data. 

Frequent offers in return for the customer 

data shared include whitepapers, ‘light’ 

version of reports or free trials of services 

or samples of products.

General tips for all channels

• Make sure you have one clear call to action across all channels.

• Make sure the design and messaging are consistent across all channels.

• Check if your brand (logo, images, taglines) is consistent across all channels. 

Visit the Direct Mail Stories page to learn more about how mail, email and other channels 

work best together and to see other recent research findings.

http://www.ipc.be/en/Programmes/market-intelligence/direct-marketing/stories?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
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CASE STUDIES

This section of this guide looks at direct mail case studies to highlight the effectiveness of certain approaches to direct mail 

campaigns.

USE A BOLD AND CREATIVE IDEA

In South Africa, a bank balance facility offered its customers support with credit card debts. To let their customers know 

about this service, the institution sent out a mailing with a jargon-encoded copy which said, among other things, “South Africa 

would work better if everyone was black [financially stable]”. This copy brought the advertiser a 61% response rate.

LEARN MORE >

RELATE TO TECHNOLOGY

JCDecaux, a Belgian outdoor advertiser, needed to inform their existing customers about its new innovations. The aim was 

to set up presentations to inform Belgium’s most important advertisers about new digital features and technologies. JCDecaux 

sent 53 of Belgium’s biggest advertisers a framed picture of their campaign on Google Street View. They attached a letter and a 

detailed invoice to inform the recipients that their billboard had been visible on Google Street View for years and years without 

being paid for. However, the purpose was not for the advertisers to pay this amount. The only thing JCDexaux asked for in return 

was time to listen to their sales team. Subsequently, 95% of the receivers agreed to meet with JCDecaux.

LEARN MORE >

http://www.ipc.be/en/Reports%20library/Publications/Case-studies/DIRECT MAIL_Case_16_Financial%20services%20South%20Africa?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
http://www.ipc.be/en/Reports%20library/Publications/Case-studies/DIRECT MAIL_Case_20_Unpaid_Bills?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
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TRIGGER SENSORY EXPERIENCES

Canada-based Bulk Cat Litter Warehouse aimed at increasing their sales through direct marketing. The idea was to use a 

flyer, but to make the flyer stand out, ad agency Rethink came up with a mailing idea that would attract the cats’ attention first rather 

than the owners’. In this mailing, owners were targeted through their cats, by printing it on paper that had been treated with catnip. 

The cats responded to the mailing and so did their owners. There was a spike in both customer counts and sales, with many people 

mentioning that they came in specifically because of the flyers. In addition, the making-of video was viewed over 370,000 times 

on YouTube and featured on numerous blogs and websites like Gizmodo, Mashable, PSFK, Laughing Squid and Jezebel. When 

analysed, the campaign generated more than 3,660,540 online impressions, including 2,269 tweets and 4,509 Facebook shares.

LEARN MORE >

Kingdom of Sports, one of Germany’s biggest gyms, wanted to increase the number of subscriptions. The creative 

appealed to the sense of touch being printed on paper made from a special paper-polyester mix, which was impossible to rip or 

tear. The copy challenged the recipient to tear the letter in half and win free membership of the gym for a year. If they couldn’t 

tear the letter (and they could not) they were offered free membership for a month. There was a 23% uplift in new members at 

Kingdom of Sports compared to the same time in the previous year.

LEARN MORE >

Lexus Ireland ran a campaign that was designed to allow the target audience to experience Lexus cars for themselves and 

recognise the inherent appeal of a vehicle that could switch from a superbly engineered everyday road car to a thrilling high-

performance track-bred vehicle. The direct mail piece served as an invitation with a branded leather box that teased with the 

line, ‘You may be needing these’. Inside of the box, there were two balls of steel. The idea behind the campaign was that while 

the car may look like a typical Lexus, it performs like a thoroughbred race car. The launch was a huge success.

LEARN MORE >

http://www.ipc.be/en/Reports%20library/Publications/Case-studies/DIRECT MAIL_Case_18_Catnip_Mailing?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
http://www.ipc.be/en/Reports%20library/Publications/Case-studies/DIRECT MAIL_Case_19_Power_Paper?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
http://www.anpost.ie/AnPost/AnPostDM/KNOWLEDGECentre/Automotive/Automotive.htm
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CUSTOMISE THE INDICIA

The Canadian Cancer Research Society was looking for a way to distinguish themselves from other donation-based 

organisations. Canada Post’s Customized Postal Indicia offered the Society an opportunity to establish an individual, personalised 

connection with donors for less than half the cost of a regular stamp. The Society teamed with Canada Post to test if the solution 

was cost effective: customised indicia, regular Addressed AdMail™ indicia, a metered stamp and a standard postage stamp. 

The Society mailed 240,000 packages coast to coast to names drawn from its donor database. The test measured response 

rates, average gift amount, cost to raise, return on investment and net revenue per name. The customised indicia segment was 

the clear winner with respect to net revenue per name, the measure most relevant to the Cancer Research Society in this test.

LEARN MORE: CANADA POST CASE STUDY LIBRARY >

EMBED A QR CODE OR PURL FOR QUICK RESPONSE

For its annual recruitment, the US-based Robert Morris University (RMU) used the variable printing capacities to 

execute a campaign that included personalised letters and postcards to 385,000 prospects, followed up with targeted emails. 

The mail pieces channelled prospects to personalised URLs with customised messages aimed at generating campus visits and 

applications. In the first year of the campaign, RMU nearly doubled its response rate, while the conversion rate of prospects into 

inquiries went up 79%. The latest campaign rose another 30% and lead purchase went up 58%, while costs dropped 56%. 

Overall, student enrolment has increased 6.1% on the campuses. (Source: www.dmnews.com)

Max, a Dutch TV broadcaster with a prevailingly elderly audience, wanted to increase its subscriber base. To achieve 

this, they sent out 100,000 Easy Response Cards with personalised URLs leading the recipients to personalised landing 

pages. It was possible to respond in two ways, offline and online, and as a result, 6,000 new members were acquired, out of 

which 1,000 responded through the pURL attached. Using a pURL as an alternative response option resulted in an increase in 

response by 1%. The Dutch postal operator managed the complete campaign, from target group analysis and address selection 

to execution and retrospective analysis. (Source: PostNL)

http://www.canadapost.ca/web/business/solutions/direct-marketing/customized-indicia.page?ecid=murl|ddn|ops|22
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Zelen Shoes, a Canadian footwear retailer, wanted to create awareness and generate sales for its business, both online 

and offline. Zelen Shoes decided to try the Unaddressed Direct Mail service from Canada Post. Using the Unaddressed Direct 

Mail service’s demographic filtering capabilities, the company was able to target the post codes where its best prospects live: 

16- to 26-year olds living in close proximity to existing customers. The store included QR codes on each direct mail piece to 

effectively gauge campaign success. Results included: 

• 30% increase in unique visitors to the store’s e-Commerce site

• 22% more website transactions (compared to the previous February)

• 53% more hits to mobile site (compared to the previous month)

• 412% increase in mobile traffic to the e-Commerce site

LEARN MORE >

ADD AUGMENTED-REALITY FEATURES / DRIVE ONLINE INTERACTIONS

Augmented reality (AR) can be a powerful solution to introduce an additional layer of content and interaction to any campaign. 

In a catalogue campaign, IKEA used this technology to address a problem they identified – 14% of its customers ended up 

taking home furniture which turned out to be the wrong size for its intended location. Thanks to augmented reality, customers 

of the Swedish home furnishing giant were able to try out select products in their homes with the help of a printed catalogue, a 

smartphone or tablet and a mobile app. Further use of AR in that catalogue included additional product information, 360-degree 

room views and videos.

WATCH VIDEO >

http://www.ipc.be/en/Reports%20library/Publications/Case-studies/DM_Case_25_zelen?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaxtLru4-Vw
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EMBED A VIDEO

For a straightforward interactive direct mail campaign, introducing a QR code directing the recipient to video stored online 

is enough. However, if it is high-value customers that you are targeting, you may consider embedding a video LCD screen in 

the mailing itself. In the US, TV station CBS and Pepsi rolled out an advertisement in Entertainment weekly that literally 

had a video embedded into the magazine. The user was able to choose from a variety of pre-recorded options, and was able 

to interact with the magazine. This technology is getting less expensive every year, and with the benefit of advanced data, this 

investment can be well justified to engage a high-value client or investor. 

LET YOUR PRODUCT TELL A STORY

Australia Post wanted to keep their brand relevant in the increasingly digital world. To do this and to drive sales of their 

parcel product, the Australian postal operator used QR codes. Provided free with all purchases of Express Post, the Video 

Stamp allowed the sender to attach a 15-second video to the parcel via a unique QR-coded stamp. This mimicked the trend in 

‘snackable’ video communications as seen in Vine, SnapChat and Twitter. The Video Stamp helped thousands of Australians to 

connect with their loved ones. Most importantly for Australia Post, this campaign enabled to connect its brand with personalised, 

user-generated stories. Positive media attention was generated with hundreds of stories in press, online, TV and radio around 

the world. Over 3,000 conversations were started online generating 14m social impressions.

LEARN MORE >

RETAIN THE CUSTOMERS WITH LOYALTY OFFERS

In 2012, Irish company Brown Thomas re-launched the Brown Thomas Loyalty programme introducing anytime redemption 

and enhanced benefits for customers, making it the most desirable and exclusive loyalty club in Ireland. Brown Thomas launched 

three phases of ‘Delights’ (loyalty rewards menu) in 2012, with only six brands and 13 Delights in phase one, 13 brands and 18 

Delights in phase two, and lastly a phenomenal 22 brands on board and 26 Delights for phase three. Some of the key results 

were: 28% of lapsed customers (customers considered lost to the business) re-engaged as a result of the programme, and 

48% of customers who were not due to purchase in store, shopped sooner than their purchase cycle expected. As a result, 

Brown Thomas increased the number of customers redeeming their loyalty points by over 30%.

LEARN MORE > 

http://www.ipc.be/en/Reports%20library/Publications/Case-studies/DM_Case_17_Video_Stamp?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=DocLink&utm_campaign=DMGuide
http://www.anpost.ie/AnPost/AnPostDM/KNOWLEDGECentre
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